
Preface 

Nowhere are differences in constitutional decision-making by the United 
States Supreme Court in a confined period of time (the past 60 years) more 
graphic than in criminal procedure. Criminal procedure offers a rich opportunity 
to compare and contrast Supreme Court decisions on police practices involving 
the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments to the United States Constitution. Cases 
on Criminal Procedure demonstrates the different approaches taken initially by 
the Warren Court and then later by the Burger, Rehnquist, and Roberts Courts as 
they sought to achieve a balance between individual rights and the ability of 
police to solve crime. So that students can graphically observe how the justices 
have undertaken to balance those issues in their decision-making, the book sets 
forth the voting alignment for each case and also includes a chart of the makeup 
of the Court, allowing readers to monitor the individual justices involved in each 
decision. This approach allows the reader to observe the various Justices. For 
example, the late Justice Antonin Scalia, with regard to the Fourth Amendment, 
was an originalist; he turned to the specific wording of the Fourth Amendment 
and thus valued the protection of the home as paramount (see, for example, Kyllo 
and Jardines decisions). With regard to the remedy of exclusion, he characterized 
it as “last resort” in Michigan v. Hudson. Finally, with regard to the Miranda 
warnings, his dissent in Dickerson v. United States indicated that he did not 
believe the warnings were of constitutional import.  

The differences in approaches taken by the Supreme Court are considered 
not only for comparative purposes but also to identify approaches taken by many 
states as they interpret their own laws. In recent years, the present Supreme Court 
has interpreted the United States Constitution in a way that curtails individual 
rights. As a result, some states have turned to their own constitutions to provide 
greater individual rights, those that were previously provided by the Warren 
Court. Some characterize this approach as the “new federalism.” In addition, 
societal challenges such as the war on drugs and the war on terror have 
influenced Court decisions and can partially explain the curtailment of individual 
rights since the Warren Court. The cases in this book have been arranged with 
such themes in mind. In addition, over the last eight years, the Supreme Court 
has started to grapple with the role of the Fourth Amendment in this digital age. 
Each chapter opens with a brief introduction describing the relevance of each 
case presented. Students will observe that the cases during the Warren Court 
often were more protective of the individual and restrictive of police power. 
Subsequent Supreme Courts have often limited individual rights and have been 
more permissive with regard to police power. I deliberately refrain from 
significant analysis of the cases presented so that teachers can have maximum 
range and authority in their pedagogical approach. The number of cases included 
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is expansive, to provide teachers with the flexibility to select the particular cases 
that best fit their teaching. The book can also be used as a reference tool for study 
and application of the Fourth, Fifth, and Sixth Amendments. 

To introduce the different approaches taken by the Supreme Court, the cases 
in Chapter 1 deal with the exclusionary rule, the principal remedy for addressing 
constitutional violations. The chapter illustrates how the rule has evolved and 
outlines how its application has been cut back in recent years. The cases that are 
included present a road map to the Court’s attitudes toward the power of law 
enforcement and the rights of individuals as well as to the differences between 
the Warren Court and subsequent Courts. 

Because the book focuses on the Constitution and its effect on governmental 
practices, Chapters 2 through 7 address relevant police practices. Chapters 2 
through 4 deal with searches and seizures and their Fourth Amendment 
implications. I have added Chapter 5 to help review the Fourth Amendment 
utilizing dog cases. The chart accompanying Chapter 2 dictates the organization 
of the content of Chapters 2-5.

Overview Chart 

Is the Fourth Amendment Applicable? 
• Is there government involvement?
• Is there an expectation of privacy in the above government involvement?

If Fourth Amendment Is Applicable: Justification 
• Reasonable Cause

• Balancing
• Reasonable Suspicion

• Probable Cause

Warrant 
• Arrest
• Search
• Administrative

Particularity 
• Warrants
• Scope

The subject of Chapter 6 is interrogation, which the Court analyzes using the
Fifth Amendment protection against self-incrimination, the Sixth Amendment 
right to counsel, and the due process clause in the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendments. Chapter 7 deals with eyewitness identification, a process that 
raises potential Sixth Amendment and due process issues. Taken together, the 
chapters of this book open a key perspective on the range and variety of Supreme 
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Court approaches to ensuring some of our most fundamental rights and goals as a 
society. 
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